
 

 

DREADLOCK CONSENT AGREEMENT 
 

In consideration of my decision to have Dreadlocks, Dreadlock Extensions, Dreadlock 

Maintenance and/or Temporary Dreadlocks installed, I ___________________________(print full name) 

hereby give Dread Vibez Llc legal representatives authority and permission:   

For consideration, and hereby acknowledged as received, and by signing the release, I assign my 

permission to perform dreadlocking services including but not limited to: sectioning, root tying, 

backcombing, crocheting, extension hair application, complete formation of dreadlocking, or 

temporary dreadlock installation to the hair. INITIAL_______ 

I hereby attest that I have been informed of all pre and post maintenance and that all of my 

questions have been answered. I completely understand that the process after the concluded 

appointment is my sole responsibility. If concerns or questions should arise, I will contact Dread 

Vibez Llc immediately. INITIAL______ 

I acknowledge that all extension hair attached is pre-processed and cannot be lightened or 

bleached. There are no guarantees or warranties with any human or synthetic hair. INITIAL_____ 

I acknowledge that there are NO REFUNDS on completed dreadlock services. Upon leaving the 

studio, I agree that I am completely satisfied and have fulfilled my financial responsibility. Any 

changes or additional services will require a secondary appointment and will be charged full price. 

INITIAL_____ 

I take full responsibility for my current and post-appointment health conditions, included but not 

limited to covid-19. Dread Vibez Llc and its representatives will not under any circumstances be 

held liable for any contractions or positive test results. INITIAL______ 

I give Dread Vibez permission to use pictures taken during the appointment for marketing 

purposes. INITIAL_______ 

This Dreadlock Release/Consent agreement is made by and between loctician Zarah Anliot 

representing Dread Vibez Llc and client permitting Dreadlocking Service. Below signature affirm 

that I am over the age of 18 years and have the right to contract in my own name. I have read and 

fully understand the above authorization, release, and agreement, prior to execution. This 

agreement shall be binding upon me and my heirs, legal representatives, and assigns.  

 

Client Signature ______________________________ Date___________________ Time__________ 


